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Artist Biography 

 

Pinflap 

The unique sound of the acoustic guitar and lyrics that touch the soul is behind the 

success of Pinflap’s The Branch  

 

The man behind the Pinflap persona, Gregory Wooldridge, has been performing for 

over three decades emerging from rock bands and country band success in the 80s 

and 90s to become an internationally recognised acoustic guitarist, singer/songwriter. 

 

Pinflap’s voice transcends the ages, timeless, yet depicting the emotions of the current 

day through lyrics that while simple are not simply played. 

 

Born in Indiana, Pinflap is currently based in Texas but he spent much of his former 

years performing across California.   He cites Lindsay Buckingham, James Taylor and  

Ian Anderson as influences on his music.   Pinflap, like  Buckingham, never uses a 

pick...ever!    Pinflap uses a Guild, Martin and more  recently he favours the Gibson 

Hummingbird acoustic guitar. 

 

In the early 80s Pinflap played bass and lead vocals for the heavy metal three piece 

band H2O.  The main influences at that time were Osbourne and Rush.  In the late 

1980s  Pinflap was Playing bass for the rock band Flat Broke.  In 1989-91, as a mem-

ber of the Terrel Cross Band, he played bass and back-up acoustic plus lead vocals.   

 

In 1991 Pinflap played Bass then later in early 1997 acoustic rhythm for the Cadillac 

Cowboys before leaving the band to move to Texas for personal reasons in 1997.  

Pinflap currently plays solo to international audiences as an accomplished acoustic 

guitarist and singer/songwriter. 

 



What the critics are saying 

 

Pinflap 

 

‘Each time I think I have heard a favourite song, Greg brings out a new 

tune and its like WOW…” Todd Bates, Haunted Voices Radio Network, in-

terview and live performance with Pinflap August 2010 

 

‘Pinflap music is outstanding’ Gary Arbaugh, Nostalgia Channel August 

2010.   

 

Pinflap draws in the audience.  All week  I have fielded enquiries as to 

when Pinflap was playing live. Like Johnny Cash he can pick up a guitar 

and play live and its good!  Host Gary Arbaugh 6 October 2010 during 

Pinflap live performance on ‘Almost Live’ TV Nostalgia channel. 

 

‘Wow! I don’t think I’ve ever had anyone write a song for me.  Thank you! 

Sounds great’ Michelle Branch, Twitter, 19 March 2010 

 

‘Fantastic acoustic sound – no 

pick used on guitar!  The song 

writing and singing really reach-

es the soul’ I-Tunes Review for 

Pinflap 2 album  - 20 May 2010. 

The Guitar Shop, Dallas TX  



Out Now 

 

Pinflap 

Out now is Pinflap 2 the self titled CD from Pinflap available from all major 

e-retailers including I-Tunes and Amazon. 

 

Pinflap 2 is also available on the Pinflap official website—www.pinflap.com 

 

Pinflap is currently working on his second CD which will be released in 

2011. 

 

Links for Pinflap: 

 

Www.Pinflap.com 

Twitter.com/Pinflap 

Reverbnation/Pinflap 

 

 

 

Pinflap is managed by Simply Music Management based in Australia-UK-USA 

manager@simplymusicmanagement.com 


